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Sliding doors are found on
many MPV’s and are designed
to facilitate easy access to the

rear passenger compartment of the
vehicle. This is especially useful in
tight parking spaces such as found
in shopping malls.
There are two key pieces of
information that you need to be
aware of when dealing with a sliding
door:
1. Identification
2. Vehicle design

Once you are aware of these then
the rest is simple.

In training exercises most crews
fail to recognize sliding doors in the
initial scene assessment. Therefore
the number one most important
factor is to identify that you are
working with a sliding door.

You should also be aware of some
newer vehicles with electric sliding
doors such as the Chrysler Grand
Voyager and a number of Japanese
models (exotic imports in the UK).
You should attempt to open the
door/s of these vehicles at the same
time that you power down the
electric windows before you
disconnect the battery.
N.B. When forcing a sliding door
you should always adhere to your
department’s protocol on working
around side airbags.

1. Identification - when you arrive
at an incident you will only be able
to see 2 landmarks that will enable
you to identify a sliding door.
a. First look for 2 adjacent door
handles
b. Then confirm this by checking for
the mid track underneath the rear
window........
Yes?.......then you are now working
with a sliding door.

2. Vehicle design
a. A conventional door lock is
situated behind the handle,
however, on a sliding door the lock
is situated at the opposite end of
the door to the handle. This is in
exactly the same place as on a
traditional door at the rear,
unfortunately the door handle at
the front will usually confuse crews
that are not aware of this
configuration.
b. The door is mounted on 3 tracks
attached to the vehicle by 3 hinged
rollers. You will need to know their
location as they will not be visible
with the door closed and all 3 will
have to be detached from the
vehicle in order to remove the door

It is easy to see the location of
the lock and the 3 door
attachments with the door in the
open position as in the pictures
right, however, at an incident the
door will be closed and you will not
have the luxury of this viewpoint.

by Richard Denham and Nick Appleton
Rescue Skills Training Team, London Fire Brigade
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Step 5
If due to the accident damage the
door will not slide back then simply
move the rear of the door away from
the vehicle enough to get your
cutters in and cut through the
attachments at the top and bottom.

.........and that’s the Quick Cuts for a
sliding door.

Step 1
Above
Once the vehicle is stabilized and
the glass managed then open the
shut line at the rear of the sliding
door - spreaders may be a good
choice if there is no casualty in the
back seat row

Step 2
Above
Now that you know the location of
the lock then burst the lock and take
out the mid roller at the same time.

Step 3
Above
Once you’ve burst the lock then
attempt to slide the door open as far
back as possible - this will take the
door past the normal opening
opening to the point where it was
initially installed by the
manufacturer

Step 4
Right
Then simply lift the door off the top
track followed by the bottom track
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Innovative Technology
Time Critical Glass Management

Strengthens and holds glass for controlled vehicle extrication

One person application

Perforated for ease of use
Excellent in wet conditions

www.packexesmash.com
Tel: +44 (0)1392 438191 Fax: +44 (0)1392 438371
Email: info@packexesmash.com

PATENT PENDING

®

More tent for your money!

Emergency Pneumatics.

4-6 windows
Optimum air �ow and light

Removable �oor
Positioning the tent over the
injured is quickly carried out

Extendable and �exible
Velcro collars and detachable
entry covers for unlimited
docking of other tents

Barrier-free
Easy transport of the injured
who are in the lying position

Patented inside design
Securing net in the roof area
for attachment of equipment

Duct opening
Cables and heating
quickly connected

You get more with the MT 30
Where Vetter is inclusive, whereas with others you
have to pay extra!

Advantages of over € 1,000:
Windows: 594.-
Securing net: 499.-
Duct openings: 118.-

Your bene�t: 1211.-

With the MT series, Vetter developed a pneumatic quality
tent especially tailored to medical applications. Take
advantage of the most extensive standard package on the
market at an unbeatable price you cannot ignore.

See the tents for yourself in the 360°
multimedia viewing mode at www.vetter.de
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